I Hate PLC’s: Changing the Battle Cry Workshop
Woodburn School District
August 2018
Objectives:
●

Gain clarity about the purpose, essential elements and outcome of true collaboration

●

Identify common pitfalls that lead to frustration and fatigue

●

Provide an opportunity for reflection and to ask/answer questions

●

Generate ideas and resources to help change the battle cry from

“I HATE PLCs!” to “I

LOVE PLCs!” (Or, at least, “I like PLCs.”)
●

Build Capacity to engage in crucial conversations

Agenda:
Opening
Effect Size
Why do people hate PLCs?
Four Schools
Untapped Resources
Crucial Conversations
Mental Models
Firming up the Plan
Reflection/Closing
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Add an arrow!What is the impact of increasing collective efficacy?

I Hate PLC’s because…
Problem

Possible Solutions

Intent Vs. Impact
Which of these complaints are true at my your site?
What is the shred of truth that is allowing them to continue?

Self Reflection:
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Notes from reading:
Crucial Conversations
“Master My Stories”

Notes from Level
Discussion:

Crucial Conversations
WHO

WHAT

BY WHEN
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Do We Have Team Norms or “Nice to Knows”?
Kenneth C. Williams
October 25, 2010

Roadblock: Lack of Accountability Protocol
Some teams do a great job of developing norms. Members agree and commit to them,
even posting them on chart paper to be prominently displayed at every meeting.
Elementary school teams often add attractive artwork in the form of ladybugs and
bumblebees, and they may even go as far as laminating the chart paper. They feel
great about the process. They know they’ve made progress.
But here’s what they don’t r ealize: no matter how well-developed norms are, no

matter how committed the teammates are, no matter how prominently the norms are
displayed, someone is going to violate them. I know it’s hard to fathom, but someone
who agreed to the posted norms, who put their magic marker thumbprint on the
poster and signed around it in a show of real commitment, who high-fived at the end
of the norms creation session is going to violate one—or more—of them. And when
that happens, the team finds itself at a crossroad. Teammates will begin to
awkwardly look at one another, trying to figure out the next step and appropriate
response. The questions of how to respond and who is going to respond will dominate
their thoughts. Why? They did not establish an accountability protocol. In my work
with hundreds of PLC teams, I find this step to be the one most commonly missed by
teams that have established norms.
They don’t have a process for answering the following question: What is our process
for holding each other accountable in a respectful and dignified manner?

Unanswered, this question is a definite team-dynamic derailer. Without this process in
place, teams will end up with a list of “nice to knows,” rather than effective team
norms.
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Reason: “No One Will Violate the Norms”
Teams typically experience a wave of positive feelings soon after establishing team
norms and mistakenly believe that the mere establishment of behavioral
commitments is the end of the process. The feeling of accomplishing the task of
developing team norms sometimes blinds teams to the fact that they have to know
how to respond when violations occur. The truth is, they don’t believe that violations
will occur.
In my experience, I don’t see teams skipping this step intentionally. In fact, most of
the literature regarding team norms does not adequately address this step. The harsh
reality is that the time and energy invested in developing team norms does not
eliminate the need to have a protocol ready for when norms are violated. Without
accountability protocols, one of three scenarios typically occurs:
● The norm violation is not addressed, and as a result, unspoken tension and
frustration grow within the collaborative team.
● The norm violation is addressed, but inappropriately. With no established
protocol, reaction to the confrontation becomes defensive.
● Too early in the process, the team takes the issue to the principal for him
or her to handle.
When teams establish a process for holding each other accountable when someone
violates a norm, then unnecessary confrontations and unspoken tensions are avoided.
It’s a given that violations will occur, and collaborative teams that have a predefined
process for dealing with them will be the ones that become highly effective. Teams
that don’t engage in this very important step will often end up with a list of “nice to
knows” instead of effective team norms and commitments. Teams that do address the
question, “What happens when?” create the kind of safety and predictability on their
team that serves to accelerate the collaborative culture.

http://www.allthingsplc.info/blog/view/90/Do+We+Have+Team+Norms+or+%E2%80%9CNice+to+Knows%E2%80%9D%3F
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I Hate PLC’s: Changing the Battle Cry Workshop
Woodburn School District
August 2018
Objectives:
●

Gain clarity about the purpose, essential elements and outcome of true collaboration.

●

Identify common pitfalls that lead to frustration and fatigue

●

Provide an opportunity for reflection and to ask/answer questions

●

Generate ideas and resources to help change the battle cry from “I HATE PLCs!” to “I
LOVE PLCs!” (Or, at least, “I like PLCs.”)

●

Build capacity to engage in crucial conversations

Reflection:
I want to remember:

My first steps in the Fall will be:
1.
2.
3.
The best part of today was:

Additional Questions:

Name/School:
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